
      The most common refrain from crop producers and agricultural stakeholders during the
current Farm Bill listening sessions is the need to increase reference prices to reflect changes
in input costs for row crops over the past five years. Reference prices will be an important
factor in Farm Bill negotiations. However, base acres need to be addressed before any
reference price changes, and the corresponding payment implications analyzed. Base acres
are the delivery mechanism for row crop Title I payments (ARC and PLC). Changing reference
prices without fixing base acres is akin to building a house on a broken foundation,
imperfections would be amplified not diminished. While it is essential for commodity
program payments to be decoupled from planted acres, base acres should be reflective of
production changes over time.
      First, it is important to distinguish between a base acre update and a base acre
reallocation. A base acre update would potentially add or subtract base acres by examining
previous planted acres (5-year average or some other time period). This would increase or
decrease the number of base acres on a farm based on the number of acres, on average,
planted to a covered commodity. A base acre reallocation would hold total base acres on a
farm constant but proportionately reallocate base acres to the commodities planted over the
determined time interval. Whether a base acre update or reallocation is being considered is an
important distinction.

Base Acres Should Be Addressed Before Reference Prices

Two major obstacles exist for any base acre update:
1) Distinct commodity winners and losers (Table 1)

2) Disproportionate impact across geographic regions (Table 2)
The tables below summarize base acres, enrolled base acres, and 

FSA planted and prevented planted acres by commodity and by state. 
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Definitions:
Base acres: A farm’s crop-specific acreage of wheat, feed grains, rice, oilseeds, pulse
crops, or peanuts eligible used for FSA program purposes. Base acres do not necessarily
align with current plantings. 
Enrolled base acres: Base acres that annually participate in the Agricultural Risk
Coverage Program or the Price Loss Coverage Program.
FSA Planted and Prevented Planted Acres: Producers are required to self-report all
cropland on each farm to FSA annually. Data are reported in the following categories:
planted; prevented planted; and failed.



Table 1. United States five-year average planted and prevented planted acres, 
enrolled base acres, and base acres by commodity.



Table 2. Enrolled base, base, and five-year average FSA planted and prevented
planted acres by state.


